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CodeTEST Instrumentation Technology
CodeTEST software analysis tools use an instrumentation technology to monitor your code. Instrumentation tags are inserted into your code 
during your build process, using your compiler — without affecting your original source. When the resulting executable is run, tags are sent 
to a data collection agent that then sends the data to the host application. Using this technology, CodeTEST software analysis tools provide 
performance, coverage and memory analysis, and a software execution trace capability similar to a logic analyzer, but better suited for the 
software engineer.

Stay Ahead of Schedule
Equipped with CodeTEST software analysis tools, tackle the costly “little snags” that 
frustrate and delay development, testing and deployment. CodeTEST software analysis tools offer 
a win/win solution for all teams to get ahead of schedule, meeting time-to-market goals ahead of 
expectations and ahead of the competition.

See the Issue Before it Becomes One
CodeTEST software analysis tools support you every step of your way in identifying issues before 
they cause problems downstream or for the customer. Through enhanced debugging and viewing 
of real-time history of source and RTOS events, CodeTEST software analysis tools find your bugs 
faster so they are resolved earlier in the product’s development cycle. 

Deliver your Code with Confidence
CodeTEST software analysis tools give you an unprecedented level of confidence at code hand-
off. From design to development, from development to test, from test to deployment, CodeTEST 
software analysis tools streamline these transitions, identifying resolved and unresolved issues 
as they occur in the development cycle. Project managers, engineers and marketing teams have 
the data they need to feel confident in the quality of your systems. In an industry where product 
performance and code quality are key, CodeTEST software analysis tools can make the difference.
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CodeTEST software analysis tools are designed to seamlessly integrate with your development environment whether you use CodeTEST Native, 
Software In-Circuit (SWIC) or Hardware In-Circuit (HWIC). For the initial stages of your development, there’s CodeTEST Native — ready to 
jump-start your embedded software development even before target hardware is available. CodeTEST SWIC is the ideal solution for integrating 
your application software with your target hardware. Finally, CodeTEST HWIC aids you through final system tests and validation, when the 
highest levels of detail and accuracy are required, with a unique set of real-time measurement and analysis tools.

Build your system with confidence relying on a complete solution that will bring you to a whole new level of embedded software 
excellence. CodeTEST software analysis tools lead the industry in producing in-depth and accurate results — in many cases down to a 
100-nanosecond resolution.

Get ready to save time and money with CodeTEST™ software analysis 

tools — a software verification toolset that overcomes complexities of 

the embedded software environment from early phase host-based 

design and development to final phase test and validation.

Gain detailed 
visibility of software 
execution history 
even when your 
system fails.

CodeTEST Trace makes it easy 
to validate execution of your 
design flow and specifications.

Measure critical software timing, true minimum and maximum execution times.

Identify 
execution 
bottlenecks 
at task and 
function levels.

CodeTEST Performance identifies where your code is really spending its execution time, 
making it easy to monitor all executions of a routine.

CodeTEST Performance
Boost embedded system productivity by precisely identifying embedded 

software-related bottlenecks.

•  Measure up to 128,000 real-time function executions simultaneously

•  Pinpoint algorithmic errors and call-pair distribution

•  Determine the percentage CPU functions/tasks consume

•  Generate easy-to-view performance reports

•  Measure point-to-point timers to highest possible fidelity

•  Generate profiles of uncharted parent/child function performance

•  Determine real execution performance impact of interrupt service routines

CodeTEST Coverage
Verify how much of the program has been executed — exposing your 

risk factor of problems arising from untested code.

•  Find out what percentage of code executed in testing

•  Avoid statistical sampling and get actual coverage measurements

•  Pinpoint untested or dead code

CodeTEST Memory
Save time, resources and money by quickly pinpointing system bugs 
caused by memory leaks or errors.

•  Isolate memory leaks and errors

•  Optimize memory allocation

•  Improve system throughput and efficiency

CodeTEST Trace
Track in and detail the exact execution history of a program at the RTOS, 

control-flow and source, making it easier and faster to determine the root 

and triggering causes of particular issues.

•  Achieve unmatched accuracy in tracing execution history

•  Track execution at RTOS, control-flow and source levels

•  Locate, view and analyze problem areas quickly and easily

Statement and Decision Coverage
CodeTEST coverage tools provide comprehensive statement and decision coverage, invoking every point of entry and exit in the program at least once. 
Equipped with the CodeTEST decision coverage tool you can also ensure that each decision in the program has been tested on all possible outcomes at 
least once.

Modified Condition/Decision Coverage (MC/DC) CodeTEST Advanced Coverage Tool (ACT)
CodeTEST ACT gives you complete confidence in delivering the most comprehensive code coverage recognized in the industry today. One of the few tools 
qualifiable under the safety-critical FAA guidelines, DO-178B certification, CodeTEST ACT not only delivers statement and decision coverage it produces 
“Level A” coverage known as modified condition/decision coverage.

MC/DC means:
•  Every point of entry and exit in the program has been invoked at least once

•  Every decision in the program has tested all possible outcomes at least once

•  Each condition in a decision has been shown to independently affect that decision’s outcome

CodeTEST ACT comes with an optional Qual Kit for companies seeking to expedite DO-178B tool certification that supports engineers working with any 

of the major commercial or proprietary real-time operating systems. 

CodeTEST (Native, SWIC or HWIC) tools are sold separately or as a tool suite. 

“We were confident that we had rigorously tested the software for our new product. At the end 

of development, we decided to prove how complete our testing was. CodeTEST analysis tools 

revealed that what we thought of as complete testing was only executing 30% of the code!”

— A major telecommunications company

Generate detailed statement, decisions and MC/DC coverage.

CodeTEST Coverage shows by name 
exactly which function was covered and the total coverage value.

Source highlighting 
of coverage data 
makes it easy 
to determine 
deficiencies in 
test vectors.

CodeTEST Memory tracks dynamic memory allocations and reports memory 
errors associated with the original source.

Error reports pinpoint 
memory problems.

View dynamic memory allocations and high-water marks.
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CodeTEST Instrumentation Technology
CodeTEST software analysis tools use an instrumentation technology to monitor your code. Instrumentation tags are inserted into your code 
during your build process, using your compiler — without affecting your original source. When the resulting executable is run, tags are sent 
to a data collection agent that then sends the data to the host application. Using this technology, CodeTEST software analysis tools provide 
performance, coverage and memory analysis, and a software execution trace capability similar to a logic analyzer, but better suited for the 
software engineer.

Stay Ahead of Schedule
Equipped with CodeTEST software analysis tools, tackle the costly “little snags” that 
frustrate and delay development, testing and deployment. CodeTEST software analysis tools offer 
a win/win solution for all teams to get ahead of schedule, meeting time-to-market goals ahead of 
expectations and ahead of the competition.

See the Issue Before it Becomes One
CodeTEST software analysis tools support you every step of your way in identifying issues before 
they cause problems downstream or for the customer. Through enhanced debugging and viewing 
of real-time history of source and RTOS events, CodeTEST software analysis tools find your bugs 
faster so they are resolved earlier in the product’s development cycle. 

Deliver your Code with Confidence
CodeTEST software analysis tools give you an unprecedented level of confidence at code hand-
off. From design to development, from development to test, from test to deployment, CodeTEST 
software analysis tools streamline these transitions, identifying resolved and unresolved issues 
as they occur in the development cycle. Project managers, engineers and marketing teams have 
the data they need to feel confident in the quality of your systems. In an industry where product 
performance and code quality are key, CodeTEST software analysis tools can make the difference.
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CodeTEST software analysis tools are designed to seamlessly integrate with your development environment whether you use CodeTEST Native, 
Software In-Circuit (SWIC) or Hardware In-Circuit (HWIC). For the initial stages of your development, there’s CodeTEST Native — ready to 
jump-start your embedded software development even before target hardware is available. CodeTEST SWIC is the ideal solution for integrating 
your application software with your target hardware. Finally, CodeTEST HWIC aids you through final system tests and validation, when the 
highest levels of detail and accuracy are required, with a unique set of real-time measurement and analysis tools.

Build your system with confidence relying on a complete solution that will bring you to a whole new level of embedded software 
excellence. CodeTEST software analysis tools lead the industry in producing in-depth and accurate results — in many cases down to a 
100-nanosecond resolution.

Get ready to save time and money with CodeTEST™ software analysis 

tools — a software verification toolset that overcomes complexities of 

the embedded software environment from early phase host-based 

design and development to final phase test and validation.

Gain detailed 
visibility of software 
execution history 
even when your 
system fails.

CodeTEST Trace makes it easy 
to validate execution of your 
design flow and specifications.

Measure critical software timing, true minimum and maximum execution times.

Identify 
execution 
bottlenecks 
at task and 
function levels.

CodeTEST Performance identifies where your code is really spending its execution time, 
making it easy to monitor all executions of a routine.

CodeTEST Performance
Boost embedded system productivity by precisely identifying embedded 

software-related bottlenecks.

•  Measure up to 128,000 real-time function executions simultaneously

•  Pinpoint algorithmic errors and call-pair distribution

•  Determine the percentage CPU functions/tasks consume

•  Generate easy-to-view performance reports

•  Measure point-to-point timers to highest possible fidelity

•  Generate profiles of uncharted parent/child function performance

•  Determine real execution performance impact of interrupt service routines

CodeTEST Coverage
Verify how much of the program has been executed — exposing your 

risk factor of problems arising from untested code.

•  Find out what percentage of code executed in testing

•  Avoid statistical sampling and get actual coverage measurements

•  Pinpoint untested or dead code

CodeTEST Memory
Save time, resources and money by quickly pinpointing system bugs 
caused by memory leaks or errors.

•  Isolate memory leaks and errors

•  Optimize memory allocation

•  Improve system throughput and efficiency

CodeTEST Trace
Track in and detail the exact execution history of a program at the RTOS, 

control-flow and source, making it easier and faster to determine the root 

and triggering causes of particular issues.

•  Achieve unmatched accuracy in tracing execution history

•  Track execution at RTOS, control-flow and source levels

•  Locate, view and analyze problem areas quickly and easily

Statement and Decision Coverage
CodeTEST coverage tools provide comprehensive statement and decision coverage, invoking every point of entry and exit in the program at least once. 
Equipped with the CodeTEST decision coverage tool you can also ensure that each decision in the program has been tested on all possible outcomes at 
least once.

Modified Condition/Decision Coverage (MC/DC) CodeTEST Advanced Coverage Tool (ACT)
CodeTEST ACT gives you complete confidence in delivering the most comprehensive code coverage recognized in the industry today. One of the few tools 
qualifiable under the safety-critical FAA guidelines, DO-178B certification, CodeTEST ACT not only delivers statement and decision coverage it produces 
“Level A” coverage known as modified condition/decision coverage.

MC/DC means:
•  Every point of entry and exit in the program has been invoked at least once

•  Every decision in the program has tested all possible outcomes at least once

•  Each condition in a decision has been shown to independently affect that decision’s outcome

CodeTEST ACT comes with an optional Qual Kit for companies seeking to expedite DO-178B tool certification that supports engineers working with any 

of the major commercial or proprietary real-time operating systems. 

CodeTEST (Native, SWIC or HWIC) tools are sold separately or as a tool suite. 

“We were confident that we had rigorously tested the software for our new product. At the end 

of development, we decided to prove how complete our testing was. CodeTEST analysis tools 

revealed that what we thought of as complete testing was only executing 30% of the code!”

— A major telecommunications company

Generate detailed statement, decisions and MC/DC coverage.

CodeTEST Coverage shows by name 
exactly which function was covered and the total coverage value.

Source highlighting 
of coverage data 
makes it easy 
to determine 
deficiencies in 
test vectors.

CodeTEST Memory tracks dynamic memory allocations and reports memory 
errors associated with the original source.

Error reports pinpoint 
memory problems.

View dynamic memory allocations and high-water marks.
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